Autoantigenomics: Holistic characterization of autoantigen repertoires for a better understanding of autoimmune diseases.
Autoimmune diseases are mostly characterized by autoantibodies in the patients' serum or cerebrospinal fluid, representing diagnostic or prognostic biomarkers. For decades, research has focused on single autoantigens or panels of single autoantigens. In this article, we advocate to broaden the focus by addressing the entire autoantigen repertoire in a systemic "omics-like" way. This approach aims to capture the enormous biodiversity in the sets of targeted antigens and pave the way toward a more holistic understanding of the concerted character of antibody-related humoral immune responses. Ongoing technological progress permits high-throughput screenings of thousands of autoantigens in parallel, e.g., via protein microarrays, phage display, or immunoprecipitation with mass spectrometry. We argue that the time is right for combining omics and autoantibody screening approaches into "autoantigenomics" as a novel omics subcategory. In this article, we introduce the concept of autoantigenomics, describe its roots and application options, and demarcate the method from related holistic approaches such as systems serology or immune-related transcriptomics and proteomics. We suggest the following extendable method set to be applied to autoantigen repertoires: (1) principal component analysis, (2) hierarchical cluster analysis, (3) partial least-square discriminant analysis or orthogonal projections to latent structures discriminant analysis, (4) analysis of the repertoire sizes in disease groups and clinical subgroups, (5) overrepresentation analyses using databases like those of Gene Ontology, Reactome Pathway, or DisGeNET, (6) analysis of pathways that are significantly targeted by specific repertoires, and (7) machine learning approaches. In an unsupervised way, these methods can identify clusters of autoantigens sharing certain functional or spatial properties, or clusters of patients comprising clinical subgroups potentially useful for patient stratification. In a supervised way, these methods can lead to prediction models that may eventually assist diagnosis and prognosis. The untargeted autoantigenomics approach allows for the systematic survey of antibody-related humoral immune responses. This may enhance our understanding of autoimmune diseases in a more comprehensive way compared to current single or panel autoantibodies approaches.